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The so-called “other law of the iterated logarithm” was first given by Chung 
(Trans. Amer. Math. Sot. 64 (1948), 205-233) and Mogul’skii (Theor. Probab. Appl. 
24 (1979), 405413) respectively for a sequence of independent random variables 
and for the standard empirical process. In this work, we generalize their result for 
the empirical process of U-statistic structure with the kernel g(x,, . . . . x,) = 
maxI,,,, xi. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let X,, X,, . . . be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables, we write S, for 
the partial sum C;=i Xi. The classical law of the iterated logarithm (LIL) 
tells us that, if IEX, = 0 and EX: = 1, then 
& lpj s+“,p (& log log n)‘/2 = 1, a.s. 
The corresponding “lim inf sup” behaviour-usually called the “other 
LIL”-was also obtained under the above conditions 
lim sup 
n- +cc 
sup lSkl = 7~/8~‘*, 
k<n 
a.s. 
This was shown by Chung [Z] under the additional condition of finite 
third moment (which can be dropped except that possibly 7r/8l’* may not 
be the right constant). 
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It is also of great interest to study the LIL’s for empirical processes. Let 
m E N * and g: [w” -+ 5% be a symmetric measurable function. The empirical 
distribution of U-statistic structure is defined as 
1 
HA-y) = a c 1 (n(x,,, X,,)<xP 
lSi,<Q< <i,<n 
and we are interested in the empirical process D, = n’12(H, - IEH,). 
Recently Dehling, Denker, and Philipp [3] showed an almost sure 
approximation of Komlos-Major-Tusnady-type for D, by a Gaussian 
process : 
THEOREM 0 (Dehling, Denker, and Philipp [3]). There exists (pos+ly 
on u larger probability space) a Kiefer process { K(S, t)}, GsQ 1, f z 0 (i.e., a 
centered Gaussian process with M(s, t) ~(s’, t’) = (s A s’ - ss’) (t A t’)) such 
that 
1 1 
sup D,(x)-mn-1’2 ... l(g(F-~(r,)....,F~l(,,))~x)dK(tl,n)dt2...dt, , 
XE R s s 0 0 
= O(n - 1’24oo), U.S., (1.1) 
where F-‘(t) = infix : p(g(X,) 6 x) > t}. 
The LIL for D, was respectively given by Dehling, Denker, and Philipp 
[3] and Shi [7]. We remark that in the case m = 1 and g(x)=x the 
process D, corresponds to the standard empirical process, for which 
Mogul’skii [S] showed the “other LIL”: 
THEOREM 00 (Mogul’skii [6]). In the case m = 1 and g(x) = x, if the 
distribution function of X, is continuous, then 
lim inf sup(log log n)“* ID,(x)1 = n/8’j2, as. 
n- +cc XER 
Our main result is the following generalization of the Chung-Mogul’skii 
LIL: 
THEOREM 1. For m > 1 and g(x,, . . . . x,) = maxi G i6m xi, zf the distribu- 
tion function of X, is continuous, then 
lim inf sup(log log .)I’* ID,(x)1 = mn8-‘/*(2m - 1)-112, U.S. 
n-t +m XER 
The key ingredients in the proof for Theorem 1 are the following small 
deviation properties respectively for weighted Brownian motion and 
Brownian bridge: 
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THEOREM 2. Let W be the standard Brownian motion, then for all a > 0, 
~m0u210gP[ sup It”lW,I<u]= - 
7c2 
O<l<l 8(2a + 1)’ 
THEOREM 3. Let B be the standard Brownian bridge, then for all a 2 0, 
fyo u2 log P [ sup It”BJ <u] = - ” 
0<1<1 8(2a + 1)’ 
The next section is devoted to present the proof of Theorem 1 as an 
application of Theorem 3. The proofs of the above Theorems 2 and 3 are 
given in Section 3. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Consider the Gaussian process 
1 s s 1 B,(x)=mn-1/2 . . . 1 0 0 (maxlCism~-~(t,)~.~)dK(tl, n)dt,...dt, 
= mn-1’2(F(x))m-1 K(F(x), n). 
Since F is supposed to be continuous, we obtain 
sup [B,(x)1 = mn-“2 sup Itme’K(t, n)l. 
xeR O<I<l 
By using (1.1 ), this implies that, as n + + co, 
sup ID,(x)1 =rnn-li2 sup ItmplK(t, n)l + O(n-1’2400), a.s. (2.1) 
x E R o<r<1 
The following lemma is due to Erickson [4] and is obtained by 
applying his Theorem 2 for V= C[O, 11, X(t) = K(., t), b = c, IfI = 
SUPO<l<l Ivfwl~ and h(t) = c(log log t)-‘j2: 
LEMMA 1 (Erickson [4]). For every positive constant c, 
lim inf sup 
log log n V2 
( > 
ItmplK(t, n)l 2 c or <c, 
n-++cc O<t<1 n 
a.s., 
according as 
kzl W,~F~ It!‘-lBtl <c(logk)-1’2) log/c< +cc or = +co, 
. . 
where B denotes the standard Brownian bridge. 
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We observe that 
IT* log h- 
8(2m-1)c2 
k - nJm*m ~ 1, (2 log k 
is convergent if and only if c < n88”‘(2m - 1))“‘. 
From Theorem 3 it is easily seen that 
f ~Covl If-’ B,( <c(logk)-“*I Iogk< +cc or = +cc 
k=l . . 
according as c < or c > 718 - “*( 2m - 1) -- li2. 
By Lemma 1 we obtain 
lim inf 
n- to2 
1’2 
sup Itm-’ K(t, n)l =n8-“*(2m- l)-‘I’, as. 
o<rs 1 
(2.2) 
The conclusion of Theorem 1 now follows from (2.1) and (2.2). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 2 AND 3 
First we remark that Theorems 2 and 3 are immediately deduced in the 
case CI = 0 from the following well-known small deviation properties of the 
Brownian motion and Brownian bridge (see, e.g., Shorack and Wellner [8, 
p. 341). With the notations of Theorems 2 and 3, we have 
P[ sup I~,l~~l 
O<ZCl 
-iexp -2 , 
( ) 
PC sup lB,l<u]- 
O<f<l 
($)‘I’ exp (-$), 
u + 0, (3.1) 
u -+ 0. (3.2) 
We begin by giving the upper estimate in Theorem 2. For every 0 < 6 < 1, 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
=P[ sup 
0<1<1 
--l/*3 PC sup IW,l Qz&“(l-d)- 
O<lCl 
I/2 I? 
(3.5) 
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where the relation (3.3) is due to the Markov property of the Brownian 
motion, (3.4) is a well-known property of Gaussian measures (see, e.g., de 
Acosta [ 1, p. 84]), and (3.5) is deduced from the scaling property of the 
Brownian motion. By iterating this argument, we obtain that, for all k E N 
and 6~10, l[, 
PC sup IfW,I GUI 
0<1<1 
QP[ sup It”IVJ <#b-‘k+l)(E+1’2q 
o<r<1 
x i PC sup IW,I 6u6-“(1-6)-“2~-i(CI+l’*)] 
j=O 0<1<1 
< n P[ sup IW,j ~,(1--)-‘/*6-“-“*+‘/2’]. 
j=O O<f<l 
By using (3.1), this implies that 
lim:s,up u210gP[ sup It”W,I<u]< -$ ,i (i-qg2a+j(2a+1). 
o<t<1 /=O 
Letting k + +co and then 6 --t 1 we readily obtain 
lm.s;p a* log IFD [ SUP It”w,l d ul G - 7~‘ 
8(2a + 1)’ (3.6) O$t<l 
which proves the upper estimate in Theorem 2. 
Having established (3.6), likewise we can obtain the same upper estimate 
for the Brownian bridge stated in Theorem 3. In fact, 
with Wt-tWo.,., independent of IV,. Thus, for every 0 < E -C 1, 
PII sup It”B,l < ul 
0<1<1 
=P[ sup It*(Wt-fW,)I <u, lW,I <EU]/PIIWll G&24] 
ost<1 
It is easily verified that 
lim u210gP[IW,I~a24]=0. 
Id-0 
(3.7) 
683/37/2-10 
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By (3.6) and (3.7), it follows that 
lim sup u2 log P [ sup 
7c” 
1 t”B,l d u] d - 
U-r0 0GrG-l 8(2cX+ 1)(1+&)2’ 
Letting E + 0 gives the desired upper estimate in Theorem 3: 
lim sup u2 log P [ sup 1 PBJ < u] < - 
x2 
8(2c( + 1)’ (3.8) u-0 0<1<1 
To prove the lower estimates in Theorems 2 and 3 requires a few more 
efforts. In a first step, we get from (3.1) and (3.2) the following lower 
estimates which are, though not sufficiently precise for our needs, 
liminfU210gP[ sup It”FVJQu]~ -g, 
Id+0 0<1<1 
lim inf u2 log P [ sup 
u-0 0<1<1 
I PB,) < 2.41 2 - %. 
Let 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
CW= -lim+iff u2 log P[ sup It”WJ <u], 
O<!<l 
Cs = -lim+iFf u2 log P [ sup It”BII < u], 
ogr<1 
C&s)= -1irnni;f u210g[ sup It”W,I du, IW,I G&U], 
o<r<1 
then from (3.6), (3.8), (3.9), and (3.10), we obtain the inequalities: 
IT2 
8(2a+ 1) 
Qmin(C,, C,)dmax(C,, C,)Cg. 
By applying the following result, due to Mogul’skii [6], 
logP[ sup IW,I<u, ,W,I<EU]N -$ u + 0, (3.11) 
O<f<l 
we so obtain that, for 0 <a < 1, 
712 IL2 
pC&)>C& 8(2a + 1)’ 
LEMMA 2. ForallO<E<l,~~l,and~Ll, 
r*cw(E) G C,(AE) < Cd&), 
C&E) < C,(p) < q2c,(&). 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
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Proof of Lemma 2. For every 12 1, 
PC sup If*X,IQU, IW,l<EU] 
ogt<1 
G[Fp[ sup It”W,I<h, IW,I<h], 
O<fQl 
which implies (3.13). Replacing E and A in (3.13) respectively by ,UE and p - 1 
yields (3.14). 1 
COROLLARY 1. E -+ C&E) is continuous on 10, l[. 
Since C,+(E) is continuous and non-increasing on 10, l[, the limit 
Cw(O+)=li~o C&E) 
exists, and we have by (3.12) the inequalities, for 0 <E < 1, 
?c2 
8(2cr + 1)’ 
(3.15) 
Next we show that C&E) tends to rc2/8(2a + 1) as E + 0: 
LEMMA 3. For every 0 < E < 1, we have 
C&E) - 
7c2 
8(2c( + 1)’ 
Proof of Lemma 3. For every 0 < 6 < 1 and 0 < 13 < E < 1, 
pt- sup ltaWtl<u, IW,I<EU] 
O$f<l 
2 E[l (supo~,~~lfQW,l~u) P( sup I WtI GUT I W,I d-34 I W,)l 
S<t<l 
2P[ sup (t’lW,ldu, IW,(<BU] 
O<t<d 
x inf P[ sup IW,+-d<u, I WIG,+xl<EU] 1x1 <eu OGfdl--6 
ZP[ sup It”W,l du, IW,l<824] 
0<1<6 
xpc sup Iw,l<(l-e)u, IW,-~)<(E-e)U] 
o<rc1--s 
=P[ sup \f5(W,l <U-@-l’*) IW,I <f&-r’2] 
O<f< 1 
~0 SUP Iw,l~(l-e)~(1--6)-1’*, 1w,1~(~-e)~(i--6)~1’*1. 
o<t<1 
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By (3.11) we have 
lim u’logP[ sup IW,I~(l-B)u(l--S)~~‘~‘, I~/,I~(E-~)u(~-~)~‘~~] 
u-0 OS.r<l 
n’(l-S) 
8(1-e)” 
We so obtain that for all 0<6< 1, O<B<s< 1, 
--C&E)> -c,(e6a)62a+‘- 
n’(l-6) 
8(1-Q2’ 
Letting 6 -+ E and then E + 0 and using Corollary 1, we obtain 
7c2(1 -6) 
-Cw(Of)> -cW(o+)62E+1- 8 . 
Noticing that C&O+) is a bounded constant and letting 6 + 1 we obtain 
C&O+)< lim ?. 
l-6 i-L2 
6-1 8 1 G2”+‘=8(2cr+ 1)’ 
This, in turn, implies by (3.15) that C,+(E) = 7c2/8(2cr + 1) for all 0 <E < 1, 
which completes the proof of Lemma 3. 1 
Having proved that C&O + ) = rc2/8(2c( + 1 ), the desired upper estimates 
of x2/8(2c(+ 1) for C, and C, can now be easily obtained. In fact, for 
every 0 < 6 < 1 and 0 <E < 6”, we have 
xP[ sup lw,I <(l -Ed-“)U] 
0<r<1--s 
=p[ sup (t”W,I <Z4d-1-“2, Iw,I <EZ&-“‘1 
OSf<l 
xlP[ sup ~w,~~(l-&~-*)(l-~)-“*u]. 
0<1<1 
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Applying (3.1) and Lemma 3 we therefore obtain that 
-cf$.l> - 
z2a2a + 1 
7?(1-6) 
8(2a+1)-8(1-E6-*)2’ 
The above inequality holding for all 0 < 6 < 1 and 0 <E < 6”, we obtain 
C,< lim 
z262a + 1 + lim x2(1 -6) 
5-1 8(2a+l) 6-l 8 
7T2 
=8(2a+ 1)’ 
The desired upper estimate for CB may be obtained by simpler arguments 
than the one just given. Indeed, because of the independence between IV, 
and the process (IV, - t Wl)o G I G I, we obtain, for every 0 < E < l/2, 
‘PC sup It”(Wt-tW,)l<u, IW,16E~l/~[lW1I~EUI 
o<r<1 
2 P[ sup lt*W,I <(l --E)U, I W,I <EU]/P[I WI1 d&U]. 
OCf<l 
Using (3.7) and Lemma 3 gives 
8( 1 + 2c()( I- E)” 
Consequently, we obtain 
7r2 
CS< 
8( 1 + 2cl)’ 
The proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 are now completed. 1 
Remark. It would be of great interest to study whether the Chung- 
Mogul’skii LIL holds for the empirical process of U-statistic structure for 
an arbitrary kernel g. The essential difficulty to extend our Theorem 1 to 
this general case is that the corresponding process A, i.e., a centered 
Gaussian process with covariance 
is not stable in general. Thus, to establish a small deviation property for 
sup, l/i,1 would require further arguments beyond the scope of this paper. 
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